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Compensation of convection artifacts in gradient-enhanced nu- stronger than the effect of self-diffusion. In this article we
clear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is introduced. Natural con- present guidelines for the design of gradient sequences to
vection caused by small temperature gradients over the sample avoid or compensate convection artifacts in gradient-en-
volume can lead to significant loss of magnetization in gradient- hanced high-resolution NMR spectroscopy.
enhanced nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, sometimes to A gradient echo is obtained in an arbitrary pulse sequence
its complete extinction or partial inversion. Even when the effect

if the zeroth moment m0 of the effective gradient Gw( t)is small, it still hampers a quantitative interpretation of spectra,
vanishes (4) :e.g., nuclear Overhauser effect buildup curves. By using modified

pulse and gradient sequences it is possible to avoid the interference
of convection, which is demonstrated by way of two examples: m0 Å * Gw( t)dt Å 0 . [1]
GOESY and GROESY. The principle of convection compensation
is applicable to a wide variety of gradient-enhanced nuclear mag-
netic resonance experiments, in particular those where the interval The effective gradient may be written as
between a defocusing and a refocusing pulsed field gradient is
relatively long. q 1998 Academic Press

Gw( t) Å p( t)rG( t) , [2]Key Words: pulsed field gradients; convection; GOESY;
GROESY; diffusion.

with p( t) being the (time-dependent) coherence order. Due
to the vector character of Gw( t) and G( t) the echo condition

INTRODUCTION must be achieved for all directions in space. For simplicity,
and without loss of generality, we proceed with the corre-

The use of pulsed field gradients (PFGs) is well estab- sponding scalar function G( t) .
lished for selection of coherence transfer pathways in NMR When we have a number of discrete rectangular gradient
(1) . It bears several advantages over the selection by phase pulses Gi in the pulse sequence, Eq. [1] can be written as
cycles (2) such as the suppression of unwanted contributions
( in situ) , before the signal enters the receiver, thus pre- ∑

i

piGidi Å 0, [3]
venting subtraction errors. One disadvantage, however, is
that translatory molecular motion can attenuate the desired
coherence transfer pathway. Therefore, most gradient se- which, with di being the gradient durations, is the well-
quences are arranged such that the refocusing gradients are known echo condition for the gradient selection (1) . When
as close as possible to the dephasing gradients. In gradient- using a gradient shape other than rectangular we can assume
enhanced high-resolution NMR spectroscopy it has usually that the integral of the shape is taken care of in Gi . The
been assumed that the only motional process causing signal extension of Eq. [3] to heteronuclear systems is straight-
attenuation is self-diffusion. Recently, however, we have forward by the introduction of the composite coherence
shown that significant convection currents can arise in sam- order (5) .
ples in state-of-the-art NMR spectrometers (3) at elevated Not all of the solutions (G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn) to Eq. [3] are
temperatures, which, under unfavorable conditions, can equally good. Many must be discarded because undesired
cause signal attenuation and modulation orders of magnitude coherence pathways (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn) will also solve this

equation. This fact has been extensively discussed in (5) .
Here, we would like to emphasize that signal attenuation due1 Present address: Université de Lausanne, Section de Chimie, CH-1015,
to self-diffusion is another condition by which the number ofLausanne-Dorigny, Switzerland.
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Inevitably, these artifacts will decrease the amount of refo-
cused magnetization in gradient echoes. In some cases full
extinction or even partial inversion is possible. We present
here a simplified model for the explanation of these artifacts.
The temperature gradients cause the outer layers of the liquid
to move upward and the inner ones to move downward in
a laminar flow (the opposite case is also possible in cooled
samples) .

Translatory motion causes a phase shift of the signal (4)

F(z) Å g * Gw( t)z( t)dt

Å gSz0m0 /
dz

dt
£

m1 /
1
2

d 2z

dt 2

a

m2 / rrrD , [4]

where mk is the k th moment of the effective gradient in time
(taken over the duration of the experiment, T )

mk Å *
T

0

Gw( t) t kdt . [5]

The necessary condition for selection of a particular coher-
ence transfer pathway is m0 Å 0, which is the echo condition

FIG. 1. Echo signal attenuation as a function of G 2 for (/) a simple
(Eq. [1]) . m1 at constant velocity (i.e., d 2z /dt 2 and all higherStejskal–Tanner diffusion experiment (25) on a sample of 0.06% polypro-
derivatives are zero) generates a constant phase shift F(£)pylene (Mw Å 261,000; Mw /Mn Å 16) in tetrachloroethane-d2 at 320 K, D
depending on the velocity. Given a distribution of velocitiesÅ 150 ms, d Å 3.4 ms, gradient recovery delay Å 1 ms, employing z-

gradients, and (s) using a convection compensated DSTE experiment (3) . f (£) we have to integrate over the range of velocities giving
a signal

is commonly suggested to choose solutions where pairs of
defocusing/refocusing gradients are placed closely together. S Å exp(0iF(£)) Å * exp(0iF(£)) f (£)d£. [6]
Quantitative estimations of the effect of self-diffusion are
given in (1) and it can be seen that the restrictions on the
intergradient delays are not too severe for medium-sized Assuming as a very simple case a uniform velocity distribu-
molecules. tion between 0£max and /£max ,

To our knowledge convection artifacts have not been ad-
dressed in the context of spectroscopy, but have been known

f (£) Å
1

2£max

if É£É ° £max

0 if É£É ú £max

, [7]to interfere with NMR self-diffusion measurements (3, 6) .
With this publication we wish to increase awareness of the
problem and to present a way to alleviate it. As we have
found previously (3) , relatively strong convection currents we get
can exist along the vertical axis of samples in NMR probes
at elevated temperatures. They are caused by inevitable tem-
perature gradients. As an illustration of the effect we show S Å 1

2£max
*

£max

0£max

exp(0iF(£))d£ Å sinc(£maxm1) , [8]
the NMR gradient echo signal as a function of gradient
strength in presence of convection and with compensation

which is a decaying oscillatory function as is also manifestof convection (3) ( thus decaying due to diffusion only) in
in Fig. 1. It may be necessary to modify f (£) for moreFig. 1. It is readily seen how troublesome the effects of
complicated types of motion (different integration profilesconvection can be.
can be found in (7) and profiles for laminar flow have beenThe relative effects of convection and diffusion depend
considered in (8)) and/or to include higher terms of thein a complex way on a number of parameters, such as sample
expansion in Eq. [4] . Depending on the experimental condi-viscosity, temperature, molecular shape and size, sample ge-
tions (in particular the gradient strengths used) the effect ofometry, probe design, and filling height, which makes pre-

dictions unreliable. convection may not be evident as an oscillatory behavior
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15CONVECTION COMPENSATED NMR

to our experience with convection artifacts in high-resolution
NMR instruments it suffices to zero m1 . This condition may
be added to the one in Eq. [3] in order to get convection-
compensated gradient-enhanced NMR spectra. A general
discussion of flow effects and gradient moment nulling
within the realm of imaging can be found in (10, 11) .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We demonstrate the benefits of convection compensation
on two pulse sequences, where convection interference is
most obvious: GROESY (12, 13) and GOESY (9, 14) .
Common implementations of these pulse sequences are de-
picted in Figs. 2a and 2c. Improved selective excitation
schemes (15) can be used as discussed in detail recently
(14) . The arguments brought forward here are, however,
largely independent of the particular excitation method used.

Since the defocusing and refocusing gradients flank the
mixing time (spin lock time), which can be very long, atten-

FIG. 2. Pulse sequences: (a) GROESY, G1 :G2 :G3 Å 01:1:2; (b) con-
vection-compensated GROESY (ccGROESY), tSL1 Å tSL /2 0 t1 0 3d /4,
tSL2 Å tSL 0 tSL1 , G1 :G2 :G3 :G4 Å 01:1:04:2; (c) GOESY G1 :G2 :G3 Å
01:1:2; (d) convection-compensated GOESY (ccGOESY), tm1 Å tm /2 0
t1 0 3d /4, tm2 Å tm 0 tm1 , G1 :G2 :G3 :G4 Å 01:1:04:2. Gsp , Gsp1 , Gsp2

are transverse, orthogonal spoiler gradients.

FIG. 3. Mixing time dependence of the GROESY and GOESY experi-but only cause additional damping of the signal, thus leading
ments on gramicidin S in dmso-d6 at 320 K. The signal observed is theto erroneous results, e.g., for cross relaxation rates derived
Leu NH signal at 8.26 ppm after selectively inverting the Orn CaH signalfrom GOESY (9) spectra.
at 4.76 ppm (The signs of the peaks are relative to the Orn CaH signal) .

The important point for NMR spectroscopy is not so much The gradient strengths were 0.06 T/m for the last gradient in each sequence
to describe the observed convection artifacts accurately but and 0.04 T/m for the spoiler gradients, and all were sine shaped with 1.5-

ms duration and 100-ms recovery delay; the selective pulse is a 60-msto remove them. It is clear that if we can zero m1 , m2 ,
REBURP (26) . (a) Ordinary GROESY experiment (Fig. 2a) . Convection. . . we will eventually achieve independence of the signal
currents in the sample lead to an oscillatory behavior and eventually to theattenuation not only from a constant velocity but also from
extinction of the magnetization; (b) GROESY with three gradients weighted

acceleration, etc. (when the molecules diffuse to neighboring for each mixing time to achieve a zero first moment; (c) ordinary GOESY
liquid layers exhibiting a significantly different velocity the experiment (Fig. 2c) —convection artifacts are present; (d) Convection-

compensated GOESY (ccGOESY, Fig. 2d) with a split mixing period.effect of ‘‘cross-talk’’ also has to be considered). According
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16 JERSCHOW AND MÜLLER

uation of the magnetization (through self-diffusion and con- Fig. 3b by the ordinary GROESY sequence (Fig. 2a) . The
modulation due to convection is clearly removed. The diffu-vection) is prominent. The signal attenuation by diffusion

in GOESY and GROESY can be calculated from the Bloch– sion dependence is different from Eq. [9] ,
Torrey Equations (4) :

S } expS0D(gGd)2Sa 2
1t1 / tm ,SL

S } expS0D(gGd)2St1

4
/ tm ,SL / 2dDD . [9]

/ 1
3 Sa 2

1 /
1
4
a 2

2 / 4DdDD [15]
Here it was assumed that the shape of the gradients can be
approximated as rectangular. G is equal to G3 in the pulse

(here, a1 Å (tm ,SL / 2d) / (t1 / d) and a2 Å (t1 / tm ,SL /sequence (Figs. 2a and 2c). By measuring the amplitudes
3d) / (t1 / d) , and, again G Å G3) , but can be compensated(S and S*) at two different gradient strengths (G and G*)
for as above by calculating the diffusion coefficient from athe diffusion coefficient may be obtained as
second experiment at a different gradient strength:

D Å ln(S * /S)
(gd)2(G 2 0 G * 2)(t1 /4 / tm ,SL / 2d)

[10]
D Å ln(S * /S)

(gd)2(G 2 0 G * 2) (a 2
1t1 / tm ,SL

/ (a2
1 / a 2

2 /4 / 4)d /3)

.

and can be used for the numerical correction of the signal

[16]

integrals.
In Figs. 3a and 3c the mixing time dependence of the Since this method retains the main advantage of the origi-

ROE and NOE observed from the Orn CaH to the Leu nal GROESY and GOESY pulse sequences of suppressing
NH proton in gramicidin S (16) is depicted. An oscillatory unwanted coherence transfer pathways in a single scan (with
behavior similar to that in Fig. 1 is observed. Therefore it exception of the zero quantum terms), we see it as the pre-
is clear that convection prevails in this case, which makes ferred implementation of GROESY (and GOESY) as long
impossible both the numerical correction for the diffusion as diffusion is slow. If diffusion losses dominate, the pulse
attenuation and the determination of the NOE buildup. sequences introduced by Stott et al. (14) are probably prefer-

To improve the situation we can use gradient ratios which able, although they require two transients to cancel the un-
allow for simultaneous vanishing of the zeroth and the first wanted pathways.
moments. Considering that t1 , tm , tSL are usually much When longer mixing times are used the gradients G1 and
longer than the gradient duration d, we can assume that the G2 become very large (Eq. [14]) . If this poses experimental
gradient shapes are delta functions. In this case the condi- problems we suggest a different approach which is analogous
tions for the zeroth and the first moments read to the one taken for the suppression of convection in NMR

self-diffusion experiments (3) , namely doubling of the stim-
m0 Å d(p1G1 / p2G2 / p3G3) Å 0 [11] ulated echo sequence and placing of an additional gradient

in the center (Figs. 2b and 2d). For convenience, we start
and with a known effective gradient ratio

m1 Å d(p2G2(t1 / d) / p3G3(t1 / tm ,SL / 3d)) Å 0, (p1G1) : (p2G2) : (p3G3) : (p4G4)
[12] Å 01 : 01 : 4 : 02 [17]

(p1 : p2 : p3 : p4 Å 01 : 1 : 1 : 01) [18]from which we get

and calculate tm1,SL1 (tm2,SL2 Å tm ,SL 0 tm1,SL1) . Since m0 Å(p1G1) : (p2G2) : (p3G3)
0 we only need to ensure

Å tm ,SL / 2d
t1 / d

: 0 t1 / tm ,SL / 3d
t1 / d

: 1 [13]
m1 Å G1[01r(t1 / d) / 4r(tm1,SL1 / t1 / 2d)

0 2r(tm / t1 / 5d)] Å 0, [19]and since p1 : p2 : p3 Å 1 : 0 1 : 1 we have

from which we have
G1 : G2 : G3 Å

tm ,SL / 2d
t1 / d

:
t1 / tm ,SL / 3d

t1 / d
: 1. [14]

tm1,SL1 Å
tm ,SL

2
0 t1 0 3d

4
. [20]

We have used this gradient ratio to obtain the spectra in
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17CONVECTION COMPENSATED NMR

Experimental results of a convection-compensated GOESY ments, like QUIET-NOESY (17, 18) , where the mixing pe-
riod is split for other reasons, so a convection compensationexperiment (ccGOESY) using the sequence of Fig. 2d are

displayed in Fig. 3d, where it is seen that convection is well scheme of the second type is natural to apply there without
a modification of the rf-pulse sequence. The diffusion at-compensated for. The diffusion dependence is
tenuation is weaker in this case than with three gradients
(compare Eqs. [15] and [21]) . We emphasize, however,

S } expS0D(gGd)2St1

4
/ tm ,SL /

37d
12 DD , [21] that numerical compensation for diffusion dependence is

only meaningful if convection is absent or has been compen-
sated for.

where G is equal to G4 in the pulse sequence (Figs. 2b We have demonstrated the principle of convection com-
and 2d ) . pensation for GOESY (9, 14) and GROESY (12, 13) here.

The division of the mixing time in two and the additional Analogous modifications can be applied to any gradient se-
pulses might introduce new problems such as coherence quence following the procedure given. In particular, pulse
transfer artifacts in coupled spin systems. This we do not sequences like gradient-enhanced NOESY, ROESY, and
want to contest (at least not with all vigor) . We have pointed TOCSY (22) and those where an evolution period is flanked
out one possible approach to the problem. Furthermore, this by a gradient pair (such as gradient-enhanced HMQC and
approach seems appropriate for experiments where the mix- HMBC (1, 23, 24)) will benefit from such a modification,
ing time is split in two anyway, as in QUIET-NOESY when convection dominates. Also, in any temperature-de-
(17, 18) , employing a BIRD pulse in the middle of tm . pendent study involving experiments of the type mentioned

As in the standard GOESY experiment a single scan per above it is probably wise to use convection compensation
tm value is sufficient to suppress unwanted coherence trans- as a general precaution.
fer pathways. The sensitivity of the experiment is halved
due to the restriction of the coherence transfer by the gradient EXPERIMENTAL
pulse interrupting the mixing time (but this is well out-
weighed by the compensation of convection in the cases All acquisitions in this work were performed on a 500-
considered). MHz Bruker Avance DRX spectrometer using a high-resolu-

tion TXI probe with actively shielded triple axes gradients
CONCLUSIONS with Acustar II gradient amplifier.
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